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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

\, : n Kuru'iri'! 

\\i- anticipale that inodernoptic.il r.id.ir lyatMlif lor BUTVilUlW 

ol orbiting obK-its v-ill  requ:;e nev.  types ol electro-optical devices 

capable of frequency control and irequency conversion ol inirared (\R) 

l.t>t r radi.ition.    This program addresses an approach thai  should Irad 

to ■ neu  class o! ^ h. t ru-optical devices such as sincle  sidei^md modu- 

l.itors.   tunable local oscillaturs,   m.i tr.-.,uenty shiiters.   using the 

r«aoauri  interaction   >t optical and imcrow.i.e lields m .1 |M mhmm 

eneruy le..l  stiucture is controlled in  M applied elect ru   Held (Stark 

. :;■ v t). 

We  lUtV« fletüunstrated on this prugr. Rl,   both t heur.-tu all •.   and 

Mt   11 y.   that   liagl«   swi.band generation it  indeed po—.   n    by 

nnvii      :.-.i    nu!  inicroua%e   r tdiation 11. ..   Stark-induced nonlnu  .r   .    -. 

Tlv    .-.    . L espenment- v.ert   i>',rlorme J u :th tl. O^     F(ZO) la      : 

line  at   10.« »«« and 4 CiHz  microwave  mixed 1.1 a microwave   Stark cell 

containing N14il,I),   resulting in a  re^onantlv  enhanced output at the 

louer   M.ietand  near   10. 0 |Un.     These  experiments  have   shoun that. 

With  Milt . de  Stark molecules,   neu   spectrally dou n-conve rted or up- 

converted optical frequencies are nuu   a. tilable lur the applu ation 

cited abo . < . 

B. basic  C^on^ept 

To illustrate tlu   baal     li.eihamsm for the interai. tion,   consider 

the  simplified energy  level  diauram o«  NH^D shoun in I -g.    1.     UfOB 

application ot an electric  field ol appropriate magnitude.   tw.o M^l) 

energy levels,   labeled   1 and 3 in Km.   1.   u ill become resonant uith 

the laser treque.uv.     A third levH (level  l\ is also tuned by the electric 

l.eld.     I he key element ol this  system is that tiie applied field breaks 

inversion symmetry and induces a permanent dipole moment,     1 he 

three electric  dipole moments ^   ^3.   ^3 are all nonzero,   due to 

the applied electric  Held,   and this allocs  us to consider a number ol 

Preceding page blank 
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Fig,   1. 
Simplified energy level   iiauram for \'H,D, 
shouim: relevant Leveli in an anpl i fi t'l<*c- 
trii   field«     The P(20)  10. o urn radiation is 
inci-ivnt at l'reqi»ncy „ ,,  ~ 7  is t n   apuli» '! 
microwave frequency, andli is the newly 
iM-nrrated  sid- band froqi mcy. 
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pussible  stroru   inU-r.t< tions which would ordinarily be weak.     The 

«.   .ponriitnt  involvt-s the  siinull.ineous .ipphc ation ol tv.o fields to the 

N'i,!): an .tpplu-d lit hi at  ^>  resonant with levt-ls   1 and I at the micro- 

wave Irequency,   and a tieid at  ^     n sonant with levels   1 and 3 at   10. f- ^m. 

Resonmtly t-nhanced nonlinear miadag in the NH^D |Ag  rcStttti m the 

_   :.        ■     n oi   i  ai^.ial   it ^.       „     -  ~., with measureable conversion 

i-'t.v . i  >.     A completf description is  given in the Appendu es.     A 

theoretical description ol this process is  surnmarj/ed m Appendix A. 

!.r-t ohser-ation ol parametric  generation in a Stark gas is  sum- 

marized in Appendix  B. 

C. Hrocre > - 

During this   ri portiiir period exact contirmation ol the theoretical 

predic tion ol pirin.tnc cons crsion elt.eienc \   versus gas pressure w i- 
14 

rat iblished by new  precision measurements ol the N     n^D   u;aorption 

linewidth versus pressure.     Prvvtoua published data on the high pres- 

sur' irption coellitient and the pressure broadening coefficient 

were lound to be in error.    I'.y lilting absorption curves  versus  Stark 

voltace at  various pressures to a  Voigt profile,   the homogeneous line- 

w'd.'h pressure broadeninu coefficient,   F,   ol 40. ii  i  0.4 MHz    lorr 

(1- UHM) w.o extracted,   which is considerably different than published 

.   •. ! ui (4  MH/.    lorr (used earlier m e\aluating our parametric 

results).     We lound the high pressure absorption coefficient \.. to be 
- 1 - 1 

0. 0Z8 cm       m contrast to the published value ol 0.042 cm 

I sin^; the new  values of \.. Mkl T,   an excellent fit of the theo- 

retically derived parametric  signal variation versus pressure with the 

experimental curve uas   obtained    requiring no scaling ol the abscissa. 

A new   ridged waveguide cavity incorporating a number of 

improvements over the original cavity was constructed.    The end gap of 

the original cavity was eliminated; matched coupling to the cavity was 

more  readily attained with a new   short  round bead located closer to the 

nd^e ol the cavity.     Parametric conversion efficiency of 0.2  »was 

attained with the new cavity at a pressure of 2.2   lorr. 

11 



Two nev\, parametric converter systems promising increased 

conversion j^ains and efficiencies have been identified.    These are: 

1Z    lb 
(1) The C     OU    P(^tj) laser line and the rotational-vibrational 

lines of N     H,D.    The microwave resonance frequency 

is I. 15 GHz. 

(2.) The isotopic C     Ü,     R(l8) line at   10. 784 ^m resonating 
14 

with the asQ(ti,6,o) transition of N      H,.     The microwave 

ircqucncy is increased to Ih. 378 GHz,   tlie transition 

occurrring between Stark split inversion levels.    The 

parametric output is upconvcrted for this system (sum 

frequency) in contract to clown conversion in syatcm (1) 

and the original CO,     PUO),   N     IUD system. 

The conversion efficiencies of systems (1) and (2) with respect 

to the original system are calculated to be 3.2 and 121,   respectively. 

A technique for making these projections   is described. 

The test microwave Stark cavity lor 2o GHz has been constructed. 

Due to more stringent requirements on phase matching at 2b GHz,   the 

laser be?m will be propagated at ~ 30° to the cavity axis in the test 

cavity. 

Ü. Plan; 

During the final half year of the program the emphasis will be on 

constructing new  cavities and testing the two promising new systems, 

|C«01« p(it))(   N^H^U) and (c13o^Ü R(18),   N14H3),   with a goal 

towards gaining conversion efficiencies approaching  ICr/o.    The effect 

of molecular absorption of the laser beam on the parametric process 

will be examined in greater detail; an analysis of the effect of high 

absorption on conversion efficiency is presently underway. 

12 



II.    THEORETICA' AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRESS 

A detailed description ot the progress during the last hall year, 

as summarized in Section 1-C,   is included here. 

14 
A. Linewidth Measurement o£ N     n+O 

Ir. the last interim report the pressure variation oi t'.ie parametric 

signal was discussed.    It was shown that the theoretical pressure varia- 

tion agreed well with the experimental results if the pressure abscissa 

was scaled by nearly a factor of two to match the points of maxinn.m 

parametric signal for both curves.     This scaUüg factor was ascribed to 

inhomogeneities in the Stark field.     When careful alignment of the Stark 

field gap later failed to remove the discrepancy,   we decided that our 

assumed values of the high pressure absorption coefficient \^ and ol 

the pressure broadening coefficient F might be in error. 

To resolve this question,   we performed a series of careful 

measurements ot the N'^H^D (0a,   4^, 4) -»1^, S^, S) absorption versus 

Stark voltage for cell pressures from 0. SO to  10. 0 Torr.     By mtmg 

these curves to Voigt  profiles   with a specified Doppler broadened 

halfwidth,  the homogeneous linewidth pressure broadening coefficient 

was extracted.    Since less than 0.5% variation in the Stark spacing 

results in a 4 Milz addition to the theoretical  Duppier width ol h2 MHz 

(FWHM),   it was necessary to let the effective Doppler width vary from 

82 MHz to 88 MHz and pick the ocst fit to the  Voigt profile consistent 

with our measured low pressure linewidth. 

The resulting pressure broadening coefficient T for our ^.is 

mixture (N14H,:Nl4D^  i 2:1) was 40.2 ±0.4 MHz, Torr (FWHM) which 

was considerably different than the previously reported vah." ol o4 MHz, 

Torr we used earlier.    Alter correcting for   |M|     I 3 absorption at higher 

pressures,   the variation  of the   |M|       4 absorption coefficient versus 

13 



pressure \\as plotted as 3hüv.n in Fig. I. Here the dots are the data 

points and the solid carve is the theoretical line center ausorption of 

the Voi-t prafil« iwiai 40.2 MHz Torr as the broadening parameter. 

The high pressure   ibsurption coelticient \     v^.is tound to he 0. OZh cm*   , 
H 

- 1 auain much dmercnt than the value ot 0. 042 i in'     reported in the liter- 

ature.     The above results are described in lurther detail in Appendix C. 

z^ 

QU- 

5012   19 

10" 

ICT 

10 3 

^DOPPLER     ^COLLISION 
AT 1 42 Torr 

ID 1 

''       yMA.'.    0 028 cm-1 

10L 10' 

TOTAL PRESSURE, Torr 

Fi g.  1.    Corrected UM c*nt«r absorption co«ffici«Bt(|M|      1 flfocti 
subtracted)   versus St,irk cell pressure,   for the C^O,     FUO] 
laser line in N"14!!.!). 
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L sin^ these ne\A   values tor \.. and Fin the thei    ^tical exprcssiun 

lor the parametric  signal variation viith pressure yiel     d an excellent 

lit to the experimental curve- with no .^caluig nc-cess.try lor 'he abscissa. 

This is another Mttisfyiag conlirmition ol the theoretical model and is 

show, n in Fig.   3. 

H. Kc-sults lor .t Nt-w   4 GH/. Stark-Mi^ rcju .t\ c Cavity 

A nou   Star k-mi«, row ,i v ».• cavity v, is lunstructed .is ,i  rcruil ol 

the i- \. ii r.i nation ol  the  nr ' row .i\.e  i h.i r.icU-n st n. s ol the old cavity.     it 

w.is  found that the  resonant Irequency oi the old cavity was   it   i.hj. (ilz 

.nid w.is  not  moved  In   a tuning  stub in  series with the cavity.     Finnic 

metal ihinni at the ends ol the ridge to fill the ^.ip between the ridge 

and the end ol the cavity  shifted the resonant frequency to 4. 1 GHa bm 

the par.imi'tru   consersion clliciency  reminu-d .it 0. 5 X 10 

The new i ivity contains several IK'W ideas.    By lengthening it 

to 20. S cm and «ridening the ridge to u, b0 c m, the resonant frequency 

should be 4. 13 Cillz and the impedance oi the open-ridged »aveguide 

dropped to  SO Q«     riu-  ridge w.is  made only   1 mils  shorter than tne outer 

i.;ty to minimise the end gap and,  hopefully,  increase the microwave 

continuity at the ends ol the ridge.    I he cavity w.is made in only three 

pieces — a base, a top,  and the ndg'- *hich is fastened to the base trom 

below . 

A second lid was  made with a verv weakly coupled probe directly 

over the  ridge.     Using this test  lid,   the   relative lield along the  ridge was 

measured lor different  input coupling configurations,     The best coupler 

found to date  is a   short   t~  1   B  in.)  round  head inserted from the  cap 

(side ol the cavitv positioned at \      4 trom one end ol the cavity,   and as 
■ 

close to the   ridge as possible  without  danger ol arcing.     This probe 

still exhibits "-4"'     power  retlection at  maximum microwave power input 

and is an area ol ongoing  effort   tor  improvemem. 

1  rom the Irequency response ol the  ridge probe in the test  lid, 

the  O ol the  cavity appears to  be  ^-120 at  a   resonant  frequency ol 

4. 13 GHz.     This U value is a very sensitive function ol the contact 

1- 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

PRESSURE. Torr 

P i^.   3.     Experimental plot ol parametric  signal versus cell pressure 
with theoretical prediction curves,    Sol'd curve is lor pre- 
vious values of F and   N H.     Dashed curv > is lor neu  cor- 
rected values.     Both curves unsealed in the abscissa. 
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between the lid and the cavity as evidenced by the large changes caused 

by tightening or loosening the lid screws slightly.    Thus the cavity Q 

with the vacuum-sealed lid is not accurately known. 

A series oi standing \Aave  ratio measurements have been made 

to measure the  real cavity U.     Howc-vcr,   the analysis ol ihest- u ita is 

complicated by the fact that the cavity resonance is not adjustable, 

making the detuned short position indeterminate.     Work is  still in 

progress to measure the cavity U and also to measure the microv. ave 

resonance frequency when the Stark voltage is tuned to the CO, 

resonance absorption. 

1 he CO,  laser source \va> changed from a conventional laser 

to a Stark tunable waveguide laser to allow  tuning the P(2C) CO^ 1 .-. r 

ire'juer.cy over .<   range of + 390 MHz from UM center.    The nominal 

output ol this laser is ^0 m\\ .     The rapidly diverging beam is nearly 

collimated with a lens an-i then masked with an ins to avoid reflected 

power elfects. 

New  efficiency measurements were taken by setting the i r. it\ 

pressure to the optimum 2.2   Torr and varying the laser trequency and 

Stark voltage lor  maximum parametric   .-.ignal.     The  maviim.Mi con- 

cision efficiency seen to date is O.i   * 

C. Hiah Parametric Gain Fotential with Two ^teg Laser Lines 
and   Molei ular  Systems 

1 wo new   laser lines and molecular  systems with promisini; 

parametric conversion gains  of l.h and 11 times that tor the Ural 

parametric converter  system (C^O,6 F(^0).   N     H , D)  have been 

identifieu.     These   .re,   respectively, 

~^   rw... , K.. r-^n1'' (1) The P(Jt,) line ot the C   "0,     laser resonating with the 

isotopic  N 

is 2. IS GH/ 

isotopic  N     Tl,D molecule.     The microwave frequency 



1  O 1  t^ 

(Z) The R{18) line of tht  isotopic C     0-,    laser resjnatmg 
14 - 

>Aithtr.e N     H, molecule.    The microwave frequency is 

^6. 378 GHz. 

The conversion efficiency (for small interaction distances) \ ivies as 

the  square of the yam,   so that these two systems premise to show 

efficiencies i.l and  1^1 tunes creater than that of the initia'  system. 

Before describing the basis for this projection,  the Stark absorption 

spectra of these two systems are shown. 

1. Absorption Spectra  lur the  Two  \ew   Systems 

The Stark absorption spectrum of N     H,D for the F(^t ) 

line of the C     0,    laser is shown in Fig«   4(a).    A peak absorption of 

14 üfor a  10-cm cell and  1-Torr pressure is shown.    The absorption 

coefficient is 0.01S cm       Torr      .     The Stark resonance voltage lor the 

|M|       4, AM      +1 transition is only 179  V over a 0. 127 cm gap,   the low 

voltage being an advantage with respect to electrical breakdown. 

Analysis of this transition in N     H.I) (Appendix Ü) shows that the  stales 
14 Involved correspond precisely to the  N     H-O tiansition resonating with 

1 2     1 h 
the P(Z0) line of the C     0,    laser (See Fig.   1,   Appendix A).    The zero 

field energy gap is  1.42 GHz for N     H^D,   compared to U. t.44 GHz for 
14 

N     H^D. 

14 
The Stark absorption spectrum ol  N     H, for the R(lh) line of the 

isotopic C     0,    laser is shown in Kig.   4(b).    Absorption of 10ö;'u for a 

10-cm cell at 0. 4S Torr pressure is  shown.     The absorption coeflicient 

of the peak is 0.22 cm       Torr     ,   pn exceptionally high value that should 
14 enhance parametric conversion.    The energy levels of N     H« and the 

transitions involved in parametric interactions are shown m 1-ig.   S. 

The Stark splitting involves the inversion-split levels of a single K 

level,   not adjacent (J. ..      ) levels as for the asymmetric  NH.D 
i^-li^-l £ 

molecule.     The electric field is higher at b452  V   cm for the   |MJ   - 6 
14 

resonance.    One notable feature of the N     H^,  system is that the para- 

metric output is up-converted to the sum frequency in contrast to down- 
14 15 

conversion for the N     H, D and N     H,D systems.    The upconverted 

output is suitably located in an atmospheric window. 

18 
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M 

TRANSMISSION OF THE P '261 

I.INE OF THE C;203
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THROUGH A SI ARK CELL 

CONTAINING N15H2D, AS A 

FUNCTION OF STARK VOLT 
ACE    PRESSURE 1 0 Torr. 

N15H3 • D20 MIXTURE 

14 % PEAK ABSORPTION IN 
10 cm CELL   STARK GAP 
0.127 cm 

^113-1 

STARK 
VOLTAGE 

RAMP 

TRANSMITTED 
LIGHT 

_L 

(b) 

TRANSMISSION OF THE R(18) 
LINE OF THE ISOTOPIC 

C13026 LASER THRCUG i A 

STARK CELL CONTAINING 

N14H3, AS A FUNCTION OF 

STARK VOLTAGE. 
PRESSURE 0.450 Torr. 
10 cm CELL. STARK GAP, 
0.127 cm. 

830V   1000 VibQ 

STARK VOLTAGE, VOLTS  ♦ 

Vip,.   4.    Stark absorption spectra for tv.o new.  l.iser lines and 
molecules.    Parametric conversion efficiencies for 
the (a) and (b) systems are calculated to be 3 and  121 
tini«S that for th« C'20;° P(20),   N ,4H^I) system,   re- 
spectively. 
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Fig.   5,    Ene ergy levels ol N     H3 involved in the resonant para- 
metric interaction.    The C^O^0 R(1H) laser line is  reso- 
nant \Mth the asQ(b, b, b) transition.    The parametric 
output is upconverted.    The s-*s transition is forbidden 
in this symmetric  top v.ith zero Stark field. 
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F.ir.uiietnc Gain as a I- unction ot  Stark Fisid Mixing 
OI  St at i-s 

The tiiodel lor the gain calculation is  shovui m Fig,   6. 

The /-«.TO lu-ld stat< -   ire uuiicated by the  suusi npt o.      assume that an 

electric  •Jioule tr^.nsition beteten one ol  the  lov.er   ^t.ite.-.     2   >   ti) the 
o 

excited slate   I 3   >   i>: torbuiden with zero Stark ti<-l(i.     The mixin'J oi 1   U 
/.»•ro luld  -~t itt -  with the application ol <i St.<rk lield pel nuts transitions 

ijitv ecn all thn-c perturbed states   is indicated in Fig.   6,     The perturbed 

■tatei are »ritten ai linear cumbinatiuns ot the sero field itates: 

1 '   o Z '   o 

2>      -b2|lo>*b1|2a>  . 
(1) 

ulure b   and b, are the mndng coefficient! 
1 2 

c 4Edc,Jl   2     +6 

o   o 

n     2   * 

i/2 

U) 

b. 
w62+4Kic tji i -fi 

0   o 

J. . i t1   •  41^     M" 

\ 
dc ''I  2 

o   o. 

and w. here 

[i .    , matrix clement  between zero lidd states     1   > and 1   Z | .   . o 
o   o \£   > o 

6 zero tu-ld   splitting, 

L . Stark Held. u 
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M13   6 

Oo> 0>~ l3o ^ 

2>=    bj 11o>+ b, l2o> 

y*'***,** 

ZERO FIELD 

I 1 >- b, 1 1o>* b2l 2o 

STARK FIELD APPLIED 

Fig.   b.    General energy level diagr.ui).     Mixinu ol  states by Starh 
field permit transitions between all three pairs ot states. 
Optimum mixing lor parametric conversion occurs ^hen 
the tw.o ground states are split by  1.^7 6,   \«.here 6 is the 
zero field splittinfj. 
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An optimum Stark field mixiftg ol the zero lield statf ^ maximii,es 

the parametric gain coefficient \\hich depends explicity upon the vuxing 

coeflicients b. and b-,.     The parametric gain coefficient g is prooortional 

to 

1 N1E2^12*113^32 (3) 

\>. here 

N 

•. 

popul.ition density ol perturbed utate     1^ 

microwave ele.trn.   field (between levels   | 1> and   | 2>) 

electric dipole  matrix element  betw, een pertur   i 
Mite.-.   Ii>  and  (j> 

From Fig,   6 it is  readily  seen that  (3) tan be written >o that 

- \ iVl  2   ((Jl  3   r (tjl ■ b2Kb2 (4) 
CO o   o' 

where the matrix elements are with respect to /.cro field ttetes. 

I-or evaluation purposes,   rewrite g as 

o  o o  o '    L I J 

The (b   [i.    ,   )" (ector is proportional    o the measured Stark absorption 
1    'o^o 

coefficient so that the measured values can be used for evaluating the 

gain for each system.     The mixing coefficient to be optimized is then 

the factor in brackets,   defined as g   : 

.. ■ ft - 4 ^ (O 
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Substituting (Z) in (5), 

o 
o   o 

V, 
f     dc Ml 

o   o 
(~) 

^o      U lür ^dc       0 and infinity-    A max. mum value tor |    occurs at 

mtermeK'ate value given by 

u. 

(8) 

E | , is the optimum Stark mixinL; lield. clc  opt ■ 

B    can then l>o •   ntten as ^o 

/ \l   2. 1   •  \M     ^    E 
dc 

!■. 

dc  opt 
\ 

1   ♦ 

dc opt 

^0 
1S ^iiaphed as a function ot L:

dc/Edc 0  t m Fig.   7.     Ihc maximum 

\ due o» go is 0.30,   which occurs lor a molecular system when the 

Stark field mixes the zero field states  by an optimum amount. 

3. Relative  Parametric  Gain lor the  TWO  Neu   Systems 

The relative parametric gains for the two new   systems 

with respect to the original (C   ^0^ P(20),   N^H.D) system are com- 

pared.     ■    for the original system was 0. lo as indicated in Fig.   7; 

(t ) shows that  i    depends upon the zero field splitting 6,   the Stark 

field Edci   and the dipole matrix element between the zero field states 

| I  > and   \2   > and is a dimensionless factor. 
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ntj e 

040 

^C1202
16P(26). N15H2D 

C12O2
16P(?0), N14H,! 

dc opt 

Fig.   7,     Parametm   cum orsion gain factor as function ol Stark 
field.   The optimum Stark field is that vvhich splits the 
ground state to   I.e.lb times the zero field splitting. 
Parameters for the three systems are listed below: 

Ü 

1'    lo 
\*2     *—- i—i -■•T.'Q       -'   -U4       '• 

AM    -l, transition of N'^HjD,  6   t44 MHz. 
- 908 V/cm,   E      3543  V  cm,   ||       1. 14  Debye, 
4. 134 CHz. 

P(20) of C^O^" (10. b H-m) and^       0, 404 — 17     1, 
50S. 
^opt 

"12 
P(2o 
505. 
2001 
vli 

) ol CU p|     (10. 6 Km) and   i'0    0.   4 

1409 V 
transition of N     H^D,   6 
V/cm,   E   - 
2. IS GHz. 

04 — VD      1 
1420 MHz,   E 

1.14 Debye, 
opt 

O        MIS) ol C13ü]ü (10.6 (km) and . sQ(6. ü) of N^Hß, 
AM    0.     6    25050 MHz,   E 
b452  V/cm,   Vi0>0      Mf>   m  M 

12 

lo2o 
2b. 37h CHz. 

il99t V cm, E 
1. 468 Debye, 
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g    is 0. Z94,   or near maximum,   for the first new system 

(C     CK        P(26),   N     H^D),  as shown on Fig.   7.    State mixing is near 
2 optimim.    g is dependent upon the factor (h.jj..   .,   )    as well as g   , 

as show^ in (4),   where  (b.^i    ?   )    is proportional to the measured 

absorption coefficient.     The measured absorption coefficient of the 
15 _ 1 _1 

new  N     HpD  system was found to be about 0.015 cm       Torr     ,   and 
r 14 equal to that for the N     H-.D system.    Therefore,   for equal microwave 

15 power ard   tbsorption,   the relative gain o£ the N     H^D system with 
14 

respect to the original N     H-^D system is the ratio of the g    factors 

ilone or 

g(N1JH  D) 

—rr^— ' 1-8 
g(N^H  D) 

The conversion efficiency ratio varies as the square of the gain ratio 

for short interaction distances, 

n(Nl5H2DJ 

The efficiency of the new system will be 3.2 times that of the original 

system. 

The   second  new  system (C     0?       R(18),   N     H,) promises to 

have even higher relative parametric gain.    Although g    is only 0. 120 
15 0 

(Fig.   6),   as compared to the 0.294 for N     H^D,   the enhanced absorption 

of 0.22 cm"    Torr"    for the N     H^ dominates the 0. 01 5 cm'     Torr 
15 14 

absorption of N     H^D  and N     H^D.    The relative parametric gain of the 
14 

N     H,  system with respect to the other two systems,   accounting for the 

rat'os of the mjasured absorption coefficient as well as the g    factors, 
15 ü 

is calculated here.     With respect to the N     H?D system,   the gain ratio 

is 

g(N14H  ) 
 IT-^-   »   ö.O   , 
g(Ni:>H2D) 
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I 

while the relative conversion efficiency is 

TI(N
U

H3) 

—n  =   36 

14 with respect to tlie original N     H2D system,  the gain and efficiency 

ratios are 

g(N14H3) 

K(N14H,D) 
11 

14 
TI(N  

4Ii3) 
121, 

respectively. 

The calculation of increased gain  for a given microwave input 

power and absorption,   and for a given gas pressure,   appears to be 

valid.    A cautionary note concerning the conversion efficiency r] is 

necessary,   however.    For small parametric interaction distances, 

the above calculations of conversion efficiency (ratios) are valid. 

Hut when appreciable phase mismatch Ak  and optical absorption a^ 

of the laser beam occur for '.   ag interaction distances,   further 

analysis is necessary.     The analysis of the coupled parametric equations 

with high phase mismatch   ind optical absorption is now in progress, 

4. Microwave Stark Cells for the New  System 

The 4 GHz microwave Stark cell used for the original 

N14H2D system will be US9d for the (C^O^6 P{^)).   N     H2D) sysU-m. 

Dielectric loading experiments to lower the cavity resonance to the 

required 2. 15 GHz have been initiated. 
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A ZU. 378 GHz test cavity has been constructed in order to 

assess the microwave property of the septum-teflon loaded TE,,, 
107 

cavity (Fig.   8).    The effects of the entrance and exit holes for the 

laser beam on the microwave fields need further evaluation; the holes 

were selected at nodal points of wall current flow.     Microwave power 

will be inserted into the cavity by "hole coupling" the magnetic field 

with matching apertures.     The la.er beam will traverse the cavity at 

~30    to the C&vity .I.MS in order that the phase matching of the micro- 

wave,   laser and parametric output is attained; the angle is set by the 

cutoff frequency of the cavity.     Experiments with multiple reflections 

of the laser beam on the walls of a   10 cm cavity,   in order to increa 

interaction distances ,tnd conversion efficiencies,   will be attempted 

after the preilminiry me.isurements are completed. 

-.- 
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5113-7 

26 GH/ 

ST/RK 
VOLT/- GE 

SEPTUM 

C13026R(18) 

LASER BEAM 

Fig.   8.    TEJQ- Zo.378 GHz test cavity.    The laser beam is passed 
at 30° in order to phase match the two optical v.a\es to the 
microwave.    The final cavity will be nearly  10 cm lon^, 
with multiple passes through the cavity. 
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ABSTRACT 

Application of a dc electric field to a gaseous system 

destroys the basic inversion symmetry and allows two-photon 

mixing processes to occur. A theoretical derivation of this 

effect under conditions of resonantly enhanced nonlinearities 

is givpn for a three-le;el system. Calculations are presented 

for mixing of a C02 laser with  4 GHz microwaves in the molecule 

NH^D, producing single lower sideband radiation. 
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Nonlinedr optical mixing in attmic vapors has been demonstrated for a 
(1-4) 

number of different processes including third harmonic generation,    dc 

induced second harmonic generation/ ' ' infrared upconversion, '  and 

multiphoton generation of new wavelengths. ' Resonant enhancement and phase 

matching of three-photon processes has led to rather impressive conversion 

(2-4) 
efficiencies for certain interactions in atomic vapors/    In this paper 

we discuss two-photon mixing processes in molecules where resonant enhance- 

ment is achieved via Stark tuning of the molecular energy levels. This inter- 

action and its subsequent experimental observation^   suggest a new type of 

electrooptical effect, namely single sideband generation by applied microwave 

frequencies. Theoretical calculations of the interaction for a three-level 

system are presented here, specialized to the case of a particular molecule 

(NHoD)  ihe experimental observations are discussed in the following paper. 

The application of a dc electric field to a gas introduces a preferred 

spatial direction thus destroying the inversion symmetry. The second order 

induced polarization amplitude can then be related to the product of the field 

(complex) amplitudes by 

p ' ^    = d ,       I*JL, ni 
0 aßy     3H 2Y ' 

Choosing the directior. of the dc field as z, the allowed d^ are dzz7 

d . ■ and d. •, where i = x or y. 

In searching for a candidate gas in which to observe the effect one 

should look for molecules: (1) with B strong pennanent dipole moment or (2) 

molecules which in the presence of a dc field acquire a large dipole moment 

so that the presence of tlw dc field constitutes an appreciable perturbation 

3^ 



A molecule meeting criterioi (2) is NFLD.    The molecule has, amoiig 

others,  ehe three levels shown in Fig.  1, whith can be Stark-tuned into 

simultaneous resonance with the P(20)  line of the CCL laser^    ~    ' and micro- 

wave radiation near 4.1  GHz as shown.    This should lead to a strong resonant 

mixing of the P(20)  line (of frequency OJ3/2IT) and the microwave field at 

tj2/2Ti = 4.1  GHz, giving rise to the difference frequency radiation at 

a),  = uu - Mb when the Stark field is near E c = 3570 V/cm.    Levels 1  and 2 

belong to the lowest vibrational  state (v« = 0) and iiave molecular angular 

momentum quantum numbers J = 4 and  |M|  = 4.    The subscripts 04 and 14 

(15) correspond to the standard asymmetric top designation.      '    The symbols a 

(asymmetric) and s (symmetric) refer to the parity of the inversion-split 

vibrational wave functions.    Also shown in the figure are the admixed wave- 

functions  |1> and  |2>.      This admixture, which will  be shown to be responsi- 

ble for the nonlinear mixing, disappears at zero dc field.    The energy splitting 

A between the two low lying states is 

A=  [4|<404aIuz|4,4s>|2(Edc)2+62]1/2 (2) 

where 6 is the zero field splitting and u  is the projection of the molecular 

dipole moment operator along the direction of the dc field. 

The expression for the nonlinear dipole moment of an NH^D molecule 

depends on matrix elements which can ^e determined from linear absorption 

data as well  as from the data on Stark splitting.    This makes possibl0,  in 

principle, a precise theoretical derivation of the nonlinear nixing behavior 

of this molecule and of its parametric dependencies. 
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Applying second order perturbation theory to the three level  system 

of Fig.  1 anJ keeping only resonant (i.e., with near vanishing denominator) 

terms leads to the following expression for the polarization generated at 

a), by the applied fields at J«, UJ.,: 

.(2) 
a (t) 

w 

 * 

13 ü3 "31 32 Jl "3S 

. * 
(N2-N )(^E3)13(u'E2  )21(uu)32 

[r12+i(u)2-u). "2 iTJI 1' 32
+i('J^-i"32)] 

iu, t 

+ c.c. 

(3) 

where N.   is the population density of level   i with E2 
r E3 = 0. 

(2) 
At thermal   equilibrium N0 _ N,  and the main contribution to P        is from the 1 2        1 a 

first term, the one proportional  to N,. 

At zero dc field the matrix element (11  ^ is zero.    This  is due to 

the fact that, as can be shown by group theoretic arguments, only the molecular 

dipole moment along the b of NH?D axis  (;Jh)> "«y possess a non-vanishing matrix 

element <SMa|M^|4|«S>i  but Pu = 0 due to the basal  plane symmetry of WLD. 

dc 
It follows from (3)  that for E      = 0 no frequency mixing takes place.    When 

dc E      ^0 the ground state wave function   l^a^ is admixed into level  2 as 

shov/n in Fig.   I.    This results  in a non-vanishing Matrix element  {'MJ^O Pro" 

portional  to ^Qj-alu   l^n^* 

For EJIz, a ■ x, and EJ|x we can bhow that the triple matrix element 

product appearing in (3)   is given by 

A 
(4) 

The nonlinear mixing is thus absent, i.e., P 

and It very high fields (A >> 6). 

(2) dc 0, at zero field (E  = 0) 
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From (1) and (3) and using the fact that at room temperature N2 ^ N1, we 

obtain 

a&y '  ^2  [r13+i(u)3-u)31)][r32+i(aJru32)J 

Expression (5)   applies to stationary molecules with energy levels at 

E,, Ep and E3.    In a gas sam^e we neec' to account for the Doppler shift of 

the transition energies of individual nolecules.    This is done by averaging 

the nonlinear coefficient d m    over th(   Maxwellian velocity distribution 

function with the result for operation at line center,  that 

a)^-^  -N1(MY)21(Up)13^a)32 y-y-p _c_ 3F        (6) 
daBY   = ^2       ^ o.2]   ar . 

2   
where F{x) = ex erfc(x), W3, ~ u^  >> *my    0  = /kT/M is the rms molecular 

velocity and x ■ cr/f/Zaau,), the ratio of the homogeneous (spontaneous plus 

pressure) lincwidth to the Doppler linewidth. 

Although a numerical estimate of the nonlinear mixing coefficient based 

on { 6 ) is possible, a safer procedure and one that strves as a check on the 

matrix elements needed to evaluate d   (the largest coefficient in NH2D) is 

to relate it to the linear absorption coefficient for x polarized field 

at M. ■ 0)3,  The latter can be shown to be given by 

Y31 = YH Axe
:r erfc(x) •        ^7) 

where yu  is the value of Y»i at high pressures [cT »  ou^) J'u  lb  UIL1  VO I UC U 1  ) 31 
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Combining ( 6) and ( 7)  leads after some mathematical manipulation 

to 

d 1    3    2 = _        U2 jjjj   /¥    H [2x2F(x)  . JLX] ( 8) 

xxz 87i^3l      '►'13 ^''31 ** 

The various constants in (8) are evaluated as follows:    The matrix 

element (|i   ).? is a function of this admixture and  is obtained from the 

wavefunctions of Fig.   1  as 

where the splitting A = E2 - E1   is given by 

A=  [4|<404a|uz|414s>|2(Edc)2 ♦ 62]1/2 (10) 

We obtain the matrix element <i|M |s> from comparing (10) to the experi- 

mental tuning curve Df»« vs. [dc(14'. This yields <a|vz|t> = 1.14 x 10" 

esu.    At resonance Ldc -  3570 V/cm and 5/A =0.174.    The final  result is 

(1JZ)12 ■ 0.174<ii|i|s> ■ 0.198 x 10'10 esu 

The saturated absorption Yu an(1 pressure broadening coefficient are 

obtained from the data on Ref.   (13) as 

YH =  .028 cm 

p/p ■ 2TI(20.1 NHiAorr). 
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With these data we obtain 

W^      . M      ,rt-7 
dxx7 = 2-31  x 10    G(x) esu (ID xxz 

1 x2 

G(x) ■ Zxl-1- - x ex   erfc{x)] 

The theoretical  dependence of dxxz on pressure  (Eq.   11)  is plotted in Fig. 2, 

The peak occurs at P = 2.0 Torr and has a value of 

Ky7 )r«v = 6-4 x I0'8 esu = 2-4  x 10"22 MKS 

A comparison of this predicted behavior with experiment is given in the 

adjoining paper. 

The coefficient d estimated above refers to the generation of sideband 

radiation at (^ by mixing a C02 P(20) line with a microwave field ojp 

(at 4.1  GHz).    It is thus appropriate to compare it to the electro-optic 

coefficient r^ of GaAs which can be used, alternatively, to generate the 

sideband by conventional  electrooptic modulation. 

Using the correspondence      ' 

2e0 

rj£k = -^djk£ (12) 

we have 

(n  r)NH?D 

TTT— ^o-8 HS) 
(n r)GaAs 
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We reach the conclusion that for sideband generation, dc biased NI^D at 

P ~ 2 Torr is comparable to GaAs (which is one of the best infrared modula- 

tion materials). We must recognize, however, that this large coefficient was 

obtained by exploiting the resonant nature of the effect. The penalty we 

pay for this is that of reduced bandwidth. 

The experiment described in the adjoining paper involves traveling wave 

mixing between an input CCL laser ('.J and a microwave field at H^ M-l 6Hz) 

to generate the difference frequency at w, = w-, - iu. If we neglect saturation, 

absorption, and take the intensity of the microwave signal to be constant 

throughout the Stark cell, we can describe the interaction between the fields 

at uu and M. by^ 

dy    2 3 

(14) 

dy  ' 2 "1 

who re 

V^V" Ei w 
i 

9 = V r nTF, dxxz      E2 
o 1 J 

Ak =  k3 - Iki+kj) (15) 

Assuming a single input A3(0) at x = 0 and phase-matched operation 

(Ak ■ 0), the solution of (14) is 
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M/J =-iA,(0)sin{^) 

Aj(yJ ■ A3(0) cos(^) (16) 

so that a con.plete transfer of the input power at to-, to an output at M. is 

effected in a distance ii/g. 

To estimate g we assume E2 ^ 4 x 10 V/m, the field value at which 

saturation effects are expected. Eq. (15) then g,ves g ■ .007 cm'1, resulting 

complete conversion from OJ3 to Mi in an interaction length of M.5 m 

(neglecting absorption). Inclusion of the effects of absorption limit 

the conversion efficiency to ^5?' in this case. 

In conclusion, we have shown in detail how Stark admixing can give rise 

to second order optical nonlinearities in gases. We have derived an expres- 

sion for the coefficient describing the mixing of an infrared and a microwave 

field in NIUO. Available absorption data was used to obtain a numerical 

estimate for the m.xing and to describe its parametric dependence. An experi- 

mental demonstration of this effect is described in the following paper/10^ 
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APPENDn   B 
(To be published) 

10.6 Micron Parametric Frequency Converter* 

R. L. Abrams, C.  K.  Asawa, T.  K.  Plant, and A.  E. Popa 

Hughes Research Laboratories 
Malibu, CA 90265 

ABSTRACT 

The first observation of resonantly enhanced, dc induced, 

two photon mixing in a gas is presented, ft cw CC^ laser beam 

and microwave radiation at 4 GHz are mixed in a microwave 

Stark cell containing gaseous NH^D. A single new sideband, 

4 GHz below the applied C02 laser frequency, is observed with 

the aid of a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer. The 

dependence of the sideband signal on gas pressure, microwave 

frequency, applied dc field, and microwave power are presented 

and compared with theoretical predictions. 

* Research supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency, 

monitored by the Office of Naval Research. 
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In the accompanying paper/ ' it was predicted that a resonantly 

enhanced nonlinear mixing process in the molecule NH?D could be induced 

by application of a dc electric field, where C0? laser radiation and 

microwave energy at 4 GHz interact producing a new single sideband 4 GHz 

below the applied laser frequency. We report here the first experimental 

observation of such single sideband optical modulation, unambiguously 

identified through the use of a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer 

(SFP). We present measurements of the dependence of the parametric 

signal on gas pressure, microwave frequency, applied dc field, and 

microwave power. The results are all in good agreement with theoretical 

predictions although there is some uncertainty in the quantitative 

comparisons due to undetermined coupling losses in the microwave structure. 

Qualitatively, the agreement is fxcellent. 

The  nerimental apparatus lor the observation of the interaction is 

discussed with reference to Fig. 1. A frequency stabilized cw CO- laser 

beam (operating at P(20) line center) is passed through the microwave 

Stark cell containing the Stark tunable gas. The cell consists of a 

4 GHz ridged waveguide with a 5 mm wide ridge width, a 1.2 nn gap, 20 cm 

length, and forms a 70 Q transmission line. The ridge is insulated from 

the rectangular structure by a thin layer of Teflon, allowing application 

of a dc Stark voltage and the 4 GHz microwave signal to the ridge. The 

microwaves are square wave modulated at 2 kHz, amplified in a TWT to 16 W 

peak power, and coupled into the ridged waveguide by means of a probe. 

The coupling is adjusted with an external triple stub tuner, where an 

unknown percentage of the power is lost. 
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The output of the Stark cell is passed through a SFP and detected 

with a HgCdTe photodiode. The SFP performs as a narrow bandwidth ^300 

MHz) optical filter that is slowly scanned through its 10 GHz free 

spectral range. The SFP output can then either be displayed directly 

on a recorder or synchronously detected at the microwave modulation 

frequency in a lock-in amplifier. Very small changes in the SFP output 

due to the presence of the microwaves were detectable with the latter 

method. 

The NHpD was prepared by introducing equal partial pressures of 

NFL and NO-, in a mixing chamber. The resultant mixture containing 37.5* 

HHJD was metered into the cell and the pressure monitored with a capacitance 

nanometer. 

Figure 2 shows the SFP output before and after lock-ir detection 

with 1.1 Torr of gas in the cell. The two outouts are simultaneously 

displayed on a strip chart recorder as the SFP is scanned through one full 

order. The upper trace shows the direct SFP signal, with the familiar 

pattern of a single mode laser. This is the SFP spectrum of 10.6 um 

carrier transmitted through the cell to the detector. The free spectral 

range (FSR) is 10 GHz (1.5 cm plate spacing). The lower trace of Fig. 2 

shows the lock-in Jetection output with a 30 msec time constant. Signals 

occur at the positions corresponding to the peaks of the direct SFP output. 

Indicating some sort of carrier modulation as a result of the applied 

microwave signal. A new peak, which is the parametric signal displaced 

4 GHz from the carrier, appears approximately 401 of the way between the 

two carrier peaks. Note that only a single sideband occurs, for double 
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sideband generation would result in two signal peaks lying between the 

two carrier signals. Calibration of the SFP has verified that the 

sideband is a lower one, as predicted, and corresponds to the difference 

frequency between the 10.6 ym carrier frequency and the microwave frequency. 

That the output is a parametric signal and not laser induced fluorescence 

from the gas is substantiated by the fact that the sideband is linearly 

polarized and no other line is observed in the SFP output; if the output 

were fluorescence, unpolarized emission at several wavelengths would be 

expected. 

The paran.etric signal was measured as a function of the Stark voltage 

for various microwave frequencies. The SFP sawtooth drive was disconnected 

and the mirror spacing was set to transmit the peak of the parametric 

sideband signal for these measurements. The maximum signal occurred 

at a Stark voltage of 428 V with the microwave frequency set at 4.023 GHz. 

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the signal was 28.5 V which is 

equivalent to a linewidth of M30 MHz. The linewidth of the signal is 

greater than the NH2D linewidth at 1 torr of 105 MHz due to some inhomogeneities 

(2) 
in the Stark gap.v   A measured low pressure absorption linewidth of 100 MHz 

FWHM compared to the 82 MHz actual doppler width indicates a 0.5%  variation 

in the Stark gap spacing. 

The Stark voltage was increased to 600 V and the |M( = 3 parametric 

signal was seen at ^570 V. The ratio of the |M| = 3 to the |M[ = 4 signal 

amplitudes was 0.414. A theoretical calculation of this intensity ^atio 

yields a predicted signal ratio of .40. The agreement is well within 

experimental error. 
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The parametric signal was measured as a function of the Stark cell 

pressure over a range of 0 to 8 torr as shown in Fiy. 3. The SFP was 

set to transmit the maximum signal and the microwave frequency was fixed 

•t 4.023 GHz. The parametric signal rose slowly between 0 and 0.5 torr, 

then rose sharply between 0.5 and 1.5 torr, reaching a maximum at 2.4 torr. 

The signal slowly decreased between 3 and 8 torr. The experimental curve 

and theory1  were compared using the best current NHJD parameters with 

the theoretical points also shown on Fig. 3. Here the experimental 

"effective" doppler width of 100 MHz was used to include the effects of 

the gap inhomogeneities. Again, the excellent agreement enforces the theory. 

Figure 4 shows the experimental dependence of parametric signal versus 

microwave power. For these measurements, the microwave frequency was 

4.023 GHz and the Stark voltage was set for maximum signal. The conversion 

efficiency n is given by the expression 

r, = sin2 {f) 

2  2 

where g is the parametric gain and x is the interaction length. The 

approximation is valid for small values of gx. In the absence of microwave 

power saturation, g is proportional to the microwave field and n should vary 

linearly with the microwave power. At high power levels, when the microwave 

perturbation is comparable to the absorption linewidth (p • ERF % 100 MHz), 

we expect to observe saturation of the conversion efficiency. Clearly, the 

applied fields in this experiment are much less tha.-. this value. 
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A crude estimate of the microwave electric field causing the nonlinear 

nixing may be made under some simplifying assumptions. With 16 W of applied 

power, noticeable heating of the triple stub tuner and input connector was 

observed indicating that a significant amount of power was lost. If we 

assume a SO* power loss, the peak RF electric field across the 0.12 cm gap 

was 19.7 kV/m. This would result in a conversion efficiency of 0.12" in 

the 20 cm interaction length. The observed conversion efficiency was 0.1%, 

in excellent (if not foruitous) agreement considering the uncertainty in 

the applied microwave field. The experiment is now being redesigned with 

a resonant microwave cavity (made up of a shorted ridged waveguide). 

Careful Q measurements and improved matching techniques will result in 

higher conversion efficiency with lower microwave power and a more accurate 

experimental detPnnination of the nonlinear coefficient. 

In conclusion we have observed a new type of electrooptic effect, 

namely single sideband infrared generation due to resonantly enhanced, dc 

induced, two photon mixing in a gas. In the future we hope to increase 

the conversion efficiency to useful levels, although cw power levels, 

suitable for local oscillator applications coiild be generated with the 

present device. 

The authors wish to acknowledge the able technical assistance of 

R. E. Brower and R. R. Niedziejko in carrying out these experiments. 
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APPENDIX C 
(To bp   pub!i shed) 

Broadening and Absorption Coefficients in N H?D 

T. K. Plant and R. L. Abrams 

Hughes Research Laboratories 
Malibu, California 90255 

ABSTRACT 

The magnitudes of the pressure broadening and linear 

absorption coefficients have been measured for the Stark 

14 
tunable (0 , 4-., 4) ♦ CL.SQ,-5 ) transition in N H.D using 

a CO^ laser operating on the P{20) 10.59 pm line. Two separate 

analysis methods givn consistent results which are su^tantially 

different from values previously reportco. 
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14 
Broadening and Absorption Coefficients in N hUD 

T. K, Plant and R. L. Abrams 

Hughes Research Laboratories 
Mali DU, California 90265 

The interaction of CCL laser radiation with Stark tunable absorption 

lines in molecules is proving to be or importance for C0? laser communica- 

14 
tions systems. Due to its unique energy level structure N H^D has 

1 2 
proven usefjl for laser modulation, laser stabilization, a, i,  more 

recently, nonlin.ar optical interactions whereby a single sideband 

3 
modu1ator operating at microwave frequencies was demonstrated.  For 

each of these applications it is necessary to know accurately both the 

magnitude and the lincwidth of the absorption coefficient as a function 

of pressure. Johnston and Melville reported values of .042 cm" for 

the high pressure line center absorption coefficient and 64 MHz/Torr 

full width half maximum (FWHM) for the pressure broadening coefficient. 

However, their Stark plate spacing showed a large nonuniformit) evidenced 

by a measured low pressure linewidth of 200 MHz FWHM in comparison with 

an expected Doppler width of 82 MHz. 

In this paper we report new values for these parameters wnich were 

obtained by two separate methods. The absorption lineshapes were fit to 

a Voigt profile from which the lomogeneous linewidths were extracted. 

Secondly, the line center absorption coefficients, corrected for 

overlapping |M[ = 3 absorption, were plotted as a log-log function 

of pressure from which the pressure broadening coefficient was calculated, 

The agreement in the results from the two methods is excellent. 
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The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The CC^ waveguide 

laser source is Stark stabilized at line center of the P(20) 10.6 um 

transition. One plate of the St    bsorption cell is grounded while the 

other plate is driven by a 9 Hz 300 \l  peak to peak square wave imposed on 

a slow sawtooth sweep varying from 240-350V. Thus as the ramp voltage 

increases, the peak of the square wave is swept through the |N| = 4 

14 
absorption of the (0a,404,4) - (I^SQJ.SJ transition in N H2D whose 

center is at 450V Stark voltage for our cell with a gap of 0.127 cm. 

The output of the Hg(Cd)Te detector is then phase sensitively detected 

at the 9 Hz square wave ieference frequency. This low frequency is 

required due to the limited slewing rate cf the high voltane operational 

amplifier which must provide a very sharp voltage rise relative to the 

pulse width in order to avoid the gradual application of the resonant 

Stark voltage. 

The total, unabsorbed CO2 signal level is found by chopping the 

laser beam with no applied Stark voltage and remains very stable during 

a run. Adequate attenuation is provided to avoid any power broadening 

in the gas or saturation of the detector. A slow sweeo through the 

N14H?D Stark resonance is made for gas pressures ranging from 50 „m to 

10 Torr yielding recorder plots or the corresponding absorption lineshapes. 

By holding the laser frequency fixed and varying the Stark voltage to 

sweep through the absorption, problems of variation in laser intensity 

or detector sensitivity with frequency are avoided. 

Since the |N| --  3 absorption in N14H2D lies only 150V or ^670 MHz 

above the |N| ■ 4 absorption, corrections must be made for the additional 

contribution of |«| = 3 to the total absorption at higher pressures. This 
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correction ranges from less than II at 4.5 Torr to ^7.5* at 10 Torr and 

was found from a series expansion of the total absorption given by 

Atota! = "-        I + "-        I 

where <, ■   is the absorption coefficient due to the |M| ■ i transition and 

I is the length of the Stark absorption cell. In this case I = 10 cm. 

The absorption coefficients are proportional to the lineshape function 

times a factor giving the relative intensities of the Stark components. 

14 14 14 
The N HpD is formed by mixing two parts N H^ and one part B D3 

(98 atomic percent purity) and storing the resultant mix in a stainless 

steel cylinder for future use. Evidence points to almost fmtdlltt 

mixing of these two species to yield a statistical mix of products of 

which ^5. is ÜUD. There is also evidence of changes in the gas 

composition over especially the first few minutes in the Stark cell. 

The cell consists of two pieces of precision ground Al-O^,, gold 

plated in the center electrode reqion, which are mated together and 

sealed in a stainless steel can with small ZnSe AR coated windows. 

Since ML is known to adsorb to many surfaces, especially heavy metals, 

it is possiMe that any or all of the components are adsorbed to some 

extent thus changing the pressure in the cell. This was evidenced by a 

rapid decrease of up to 75' in the pressure of a clean cell filled with 

gas and sealed. If localized heating of the plates occurs from heating 

by the laser, there could even be breakdown products like IL or H^ gases 

in the cell.  For the data presented here, however, care was taken to 

attenuate the laser and to allow time at each pressure for equilibration 

of the gas, so these processes should not affect the results. 
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In fitting the lineshape data to a Voigt profile to extract the 

homogeneous linewidths the Doppler width must be specified. The 

14 
theoretical Doppler width for N HpD at room temperature is 82 MHz FWHM. 

However, a variation in the nominal 50 mil Stark gap spacing of only 

0.18 mil is enough to add 5 MHz to the apparent Doppler width. Since 

our low pressure (^50 um) apparent Doppler width was 86 + 3 MHz, we 

decided to fit the data to a Voigt profile over a ranqe of inhomogeneous 

widths from 82-89 MHz and pick those values from the best fit consistent 

with our measured value. 

A computer program was available to fit the data to a Voigt profile. 

Figure 2 shows the generated best homogeneous linewidths for various 

pressures and the best straight line fit through zero to these vdlues. 

The rms error in the fits is less than 3r while the resulting linewidth 

error is less than 2%. The error bars are points at which the rms 

fitting error becomes twice its minimum value. The effective Doopler 

width giving the best straight line through zero is 84.5 MHz which 

agrees with our measured value within experimental error. The slope 

of the line is the pressure broadening coefficient of 40.2 t 0.4 

MHz/Terr. 

A second determination of the pressure broadening coefficient is made 

by examining the pressure dependence of the line center absorption 

coefficient.  The line center absorption coefficient in the high pressure 

lorentzian rtgfon is given by 

Y^o^ = " 8TT T21 ^IAV,' 

g2 
N9 - ^  N1 
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where T?1 is the  radiative lifetime of the transition, \ is ;.ts 

wavelength, Äv. is the homogeneous linewidth (FWHM) and is proportional 

to pressure, and NL and N, are the populations of the upper and lower 

enerqy levels respectively. Since N- and N, ere also proportional to 

pressure, the pressure dependence cancels that of i\>,   leaving >(0 

a constant. 

In the low pressure Doppler limit the line center absorption 

coefficient is given by 

i 2      , „ 

v o;   8n T21  Av^y f  [2  g1 1J 

where Av. is the Doppler broadened linewidth FWHM. Since &VM is 

constant, YO ) varies linearly with pressure as N. and N«. Figure 3 

is a log-log plot of y() ) versus total cell pressure showing the linear 

behavior expected in both high and low pressure limits. 

The Voigt lineshape leads to the following relation for the line 

center absorption coefficient 

yM ) .  1 .1. -JL- ||L - S N 1 h . erf alea 

^ 0    8TT
 
T
21 

ZV^ L 2  gl  ü L     J 

where a ■ 7-=-(lfl 2)   and erf is the error function.  Using the 

values of tv* =  84.5 MHz and 40.3 MHz/Torr for the pressure broadening 

coefficient in the above equation gives the curve shown in Fig. 3, which 

is an excellent fit to the experimental points. 

The effective Doppler width (inhomogeneous linewidth) of 84.5 MHz 

is a combination of a theoretical 82 MHz Doppler width with "-.2.5 MHz of 

broadening due to inhomogeneities in the Stark field of the absorption 

cell. Also shown in Fig. 3 is the predicted asymptotic behavior of the 



line center absorption coefficient at both high and low pressures. 

The pressure broadening coefficient is 40.2 I 0.4 MHz/Torr and the 

high pressure limit of the |M| - 4 transition line center absorption 

coefficient is found to be 0.028 cm"1. Recent measurements of the 

transition dipole moment and collision rate using the Carr-Purcell 

echo technique are in excellent agreement with these values.9 

In summary, we have used a fixed frequency source and a varying 

Stark field to trace out the N14H2D absorption linew-dths. From Voigt 

profile fits to the lineshapes and from the line center absorption 

coefficients, values of the pressure broadening coefficient and the 

high pressure absorption coefficient were found to be in good agreement. 

These more accurate values for this N14H2D transition should prove valuable 

in the design of Star.^ cell devices for applications to problems in 

optical communications. 

The authors are grateful for helpful discussions with C. K. Asawa 

and G. L. Tangonan and for the excellent technical assistance of R. E. Brower 
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APPENDIX D 
(To be publi shed ) 

STARK TUNED RESONANCES OF N15H2D WITH C02 LASER LINES 

G. L. Tangonan and R, L. Abrams 

Hughes Research Laboratories 
3011 Malibu Canyon Road 

Malibu, California 90265 

ABSTRACT 

15 
The COp laser spectroscopy of mixtures of N H2D and 

N15HD? gas has been studied. Four new resonances with the 

P(28), P(26), P{10) and R(18) lines have been observed. The 

applicability of these new resonances to Stark cell 

stabilization of COp lasers is discussed. 
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STARK T'JNED RESONANCES OF N15H2D WITH C02 LASER LINES 

G. L. Tangonan and R. L. Abrams 

Hughes Research Laboratories 
3011 Malibu Canyon Road 

Malibu, California 90265 

Stark tunable resonance absorption of C02 laser radiation in rj15H?D 

has been studied for application to laser stabilization. Resonant electric 

field strengths and Stark tuning rates (MHz/V/cm) are reported for four 

new transitions and a summary of transitions in N H^D and N15H2D suitable 

for C02 laser stabilization is presented. 

Frequency locking of a GHz tunable waveguide C0? laser
1 ' to a 

Stark tunable absorption line has recently been demonstrated.^ This simple 

technique eliminates the need for frequency modulation of the laser normally 

used to generate a frequency discriminant and, furthermore, allows one to 

lock the laser off of line center at any frequency within the laser tuning 

14 
range. Using N H2D, a waveguide C02 laser operating on the P(20) 10.59 um 

transition was stabilized and tuned over its GHz tuning range. Other CO, 

laser transitions in the 00ol - 1000 band which can be stabilized using 

N14H2D are P(14) and R(12). 

In this paper we report the observation of new Stark tunab1e 

14      15 
resonances in mixtures of N D3 and N H*  using a CO laser operating 

in the 00 i - 10 0 vibrational band. Due to H-D exchange collisions, the 

gas mixture contains N 4H2Ü, N15H2D, N14HD2, N
15HD2 as well as the 

original constituents. The resonant electric field and its dependence 

on laser frequency relative to line center have been measured, yielding 

the Stark tuning rate in MHz/V/cm, which along with the measured J values 

and calculated dipole moments provides a clue to the identification of the 



\ 

molecular species involved. A summary of all observed transitions, including 

the previously measured N14H2D lines, the Stark tuning rates, and approximate 

values for the line center absorption coefficient is presented, as well as a 

discussion of their suitability for C02'laser stabilizatior. 

The Stark cell constructed for these experiments is an improved version 

(2) 
of the simple glass cells used previously/ '    The Stark plates are ev?porated 

gold on Al^CK ceramic and are enclosed in a stainless steel cell. The leads 

contacting the Stark plates are completely insulated to prevent gas breakdown. 

The plate spacing is 0.127 cm and the cell length is 10 cm. The cell is 

filled with 1:1 mixture of N15H3 and N
14D3 to a total pressure of 1 Torr. 

At this pressure gas breakdown does not occur at voltages below 1000 V. 

A conventional COp laser equipped with a diffraction grating as one 

reflector and a partially transmissive nrror mounted on a piezoelect-ic 

crystal as the opposite reflector was used in the initial search for laser 

coincidences. Laser operution on single lines from P(40) to P(8) and R(8) 

to R(40) of the 00°I - 10o0 band, was directed through the cell and detected 

with a (HgCd)Te detector. A slow voltage ramp raised one Stark plate voltage 

from 0 to 1000 V, Millie an ac modulation of 10 KHz amplitude 10 V was applied 

to the opposite plate. The output of the detector was phase sensitively 

detected with respect to the 10 KHz external reference. The lock-in amplifier 

output has the usual first derivative line shape and could serve as the 

frequency discriminant for a laser frequency control servo-loop. 

15 
New Stark tuned laser resonances due to the presence of N  have been 

observed on the P(26), P(10) and R(18) lines for the field strengths used 

(up to 7.87 kV/cm). The lock-in output for these resonances is shown in 

Fig. 1. From the voltage ratio of successive resonances, the |M| values 
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and J values of the states involved in the Stark tuning can be assigned 

except for the P(28) line, where this is not possible due to the complex 

resonance trace. For the other resonances this identification is straight- 

forward. The strongest resonances occur on R(18) rnd P(26) and it is 

clear from the traces that the.-e can be used in laser frequency control 

quite readily. For these two resonances, the N H -N D^ ratio was varied 

keeping 1 Torr total pressure. A maximum in the %  absorption occurs for a 

2:1 mixture. This indicates that perhaps the N H?D species is responsible 

for these coincidences. No reports of these observed resonances have been 

given for the molecules N15H3, N14H2D and N
14HD2 which have v2 vibrations 

in this energy range. ' 

The Stark I .'iiing rate for the coincidences has been measured using 

a heterodyne experiment. Two lasers were used with one laser fixed at line 

center and the other laser was varied in frequency ±30 MHz about line 

center. The Stark cell with the gas mixture (1:1) was placed in the arm 

of the circuit containing the variable frequency laser. The voltage shifts 

necessary to keep the |M( = J line in resonances as the laser frequency was 

varied about line center is a measure of the Stark tuning rate. A knowledge 

of this parameter is crucial to evaluating the usefulness of these resonances 

for frt-Muency stabilization as well as for spectroscopic identification of 

the St-rk tuning states and upper states of the laser induced transition. 

The results of the measurements are given in Table 1 with the assigned J 

values and the position of the M = J resonance for the coincidences observed, 

in addition the results measured for N H-P resonances are included. 
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Unlike the case for N14H2D gas, very little work has hcen done on 

the microwave and infrared spectra of N15H2D and N
15H[)2. Estimates of the 

zero field splittinq between the two interactinu levels can be obtained 

from the measured tuning rates and position of the H ■ J resonance. 

In an asymmetric top molecule, the dipolo moment between two interacting 

(3) 
rotational states Jv and Jv, is given by 

where S,   (K) is the strength of the transition between the two states, 

K is the molecular asymmetry parameter (K " $    )  and ,. is the molecular 

dipole moment. The zero field splitting ; is obtained from the expression 

relating the Stark tuning raie, dv/dE, and v^, 

2 -1/2 

h2 [ + «^ ] dv 
"dE 

where E is the resonant electnc field for frequency w. For a specific 

choice of the state ^ and J,, for the N1^ and N15HD2 molecules the 

zero field splittinq between these IcveU can be obtained, using the measured 

Stark tuning rate. The zero field splittings obtained in this way may be 

compared with estimates of the N15H2D and N15HD2 spectra includinq the 

rigid rotor and inversion splittings. For the observed J - 4 resonance 

(P(2e.)). a calculated zero field splitting of 1.4 GHz is obtained for the 

4a - 4a levels of N15H0D. For the J - 6 resonance {R(18)) a zero field M04   14 2 
splitting of 10.7 GHz is obtained for the 6^ - 6^ levels of N H2D. These 

levels show the closest fit to the expected rigid rotor plus inversion 
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energy spectrum. Substitution of N  for N  results in reduction of the 

ground state inversion frequency by ~ 500 MHz and increases the rigid rotor 

energy difference by : 70 MHz for the 404 - I.- states and by : 15 MHz for 

the 606 ' ^]f)  states. These changes result from the increase of the 

effective mass and the changes in (A-C)/2 and K parameters upon substitution/4^ 

In this way, it is concluded that the interacting states for the P(26) and R(18) 

resonances are 4^ - 4^4 and 6g6 - 6^6 of the N
15H2D molecule, respectively. 

We have also assumed that, as in N H2D, Stark shifts in the upper state are 

negligible. The identification of the P(10) lines is complicated by the difficulty 

in obtaining the energy level diagram for high J transitions where centrifugal 

distortion effects on both rigid rotor energies and inversion frequency are large. 

The identification of the upper states involved in this transition awaits more 

detailed investigations of the microwave end infrared spectrum of the molecules, 

as well as more detailed calculations on the isotopic dependence of inve:sion 

splitting. 

In conclusion we have found that gas mixtures of N H^D and N15HD? 

molecules exhibit Stark tunable coincidences with the C02 laser on the P(2R), 

P(26), P{10) and R(18) lines. The P(26) and R{18) are applicable to the extension 

of Stark cell stabilization of C02 lasers over as many C02 laser lines as possible 

for communications applications. From the tuning rates we identify the P(26) 

15 
and R(18) resonances as being due to the N H?D molecule. 

We wish to acknowledge the expert technical assistance of R. E. Brower 

in performing these experiments. The many helpful discussions with Dr. 

J. F. Lotspeich are also gratefully acknowledged. 
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COp Laser 

Line 

Re^ 
M 

onance 
■ J 11 

(V/cm) 

Field 
ne • 

J 

dv 
dE 

(MHz/V/cm) Absorption Species 

1(18) 4565 6 + 0.285 > 10 N15H2D 

P(26) 1409 4 - .432 > 10 N15H2D 

P{10) 2952 11 - .401 : 2 N15H2D or 

N15HD2 

P(28) 2033 - - .151 : 4 N15H2D or 

N15HD2 

P(20) 3543 4 - .564 > 10 H]\ü 

11(12) 5397 4 + .535 > 10 N14H2D 

P(14) 4559 4 - .563 > 10 N14H2D 

Table 1 
15       -14 

Stark Resonance Parameters for N H2D and N HJi  molecules. 

Positive ;i's signify that increasing fields must be applied 

for increasing laser frequency. The absorption measurements 

arc for 50:50 mixture of N15H and N14D3 and PI'TL and N14D3 

at 1 T total pressure. 
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